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By the time 19th century dawned, the popularity of movie theaters in US increased. In the early
years of 19th century, i.e., probably from the beginning of 1935, in US alone, movie theaters had
become single largest source of entertainment. However, several people debate that the availability
of videos on the Internet and not to forget the fast streaming of these videos, cable as well as DTH
connections have considerably brought down the popularity of movie theaters in USA. The fact is
that, even today, the theaters in the States continue to remain crowded for the source of
entertainment.

Infact, if we talk in the factual terms, then the Motion Picture Association of America has revealed
that the attendance in these movie theaters in US has increased from the past and Hollywood films
have earned quite considerable profits as well. Despite so many sources of entertainment, people
still love to go to the movie theaters in USA. And so, the debate is why? Actually, the answer is quite
obvious! You can definitely watch any movie in your home, but you still need to move out in search
of entertainment. Letâ€™s just face it; there is a huge difference between watching movie all alone in
home and watching it on the big silver screen with your friends in the movie theater. Besides, some
people just say that they love the overall concept of the theaters. The fresh aroma of popcorns and
enticing food and watching the favorite actors and actress in the big dark room, is like an experience
that cannot be achieved in a home!

To make it even more innovative, the movie theaters in USA are now coming up with new services
and concepts, introduction of great sound-surround systems and 3D screens, are just a few to
name. All the new movies usually release on Friday and there are thousands of people who are
crazy about the concept of â€œfirst day-first show.â€• It is for people like these, that there are many
websites offering the facility of movie showtimes. The benefit of these movie showtimes is that it
helps people in knowing which movie would be available in which particular theater of US and what
will be timing. This allows people to book their tickets in advance and thus get the advantage of â€œfirst
day-first show.â€•

Basically, the movie theaters in USA and the movie showtimes are quite important for the movie
critics and various entertainment journalists as well because they can write their review about the
movies later. Whatever the reason for people to flock up at these theaters is, the concept and
popularity of the movie theaters and the quest to find out the movie showtimes remains steady like a
rock, even amidst several other sources of entertainment and options of viewing movies.

This concept was, is and will always remain fresh, because the theater owners will continue to add
innovation and creativity and the Hollywood will continue to offer great performance  to keep people
in tide of this entertainment source!
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sources offering a movie showtimes to people so that they can catch up with it.
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